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2024 Jayco White Hawk 27RB $45,995
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Description 2024 Jayco White Hawk 27RB, BRAND NEW 2024 MODEL ** REAR BATHROOM **
U-SHAPED DINETTE ** POWER TONGUE JACK ** THEATER SEATS ** FIREPLACE
AND SO MUCH MORE! CALL US TODAY! 1-843-756-2222 2024 JAYCO WHITE
HAWK 27RB REAR BATH TRAVEL TRAILER ** QUEEN BED ** FIREPLACE **
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER ** POWER STABILIZER JACKS ** U-SHAPED DINETTE
** REAR BATHROOM ** REFRIGERATOR ** THEATER SEATS ** POWER AWNING
** DUAL ENTRY DOORS ** POWER TONGUE JACK! CALL TODAY! **
WWW.RV007.COM ** 1-843-756-2222 THE SALE PRICE INCLUDES FINANCING
WITH US DISCOUNT If you have been searching all around for an extraordinary
rear bath travel trailer that has an abundance of outstanding options and
features, then stop searching and check out this BRAND NEW 2024 Jayco White
Hawk 27RB! This White Hawk travel trailer is perfect for bringing the entire family
along on a fun camping adventure! Located in the front master bedroom is a
walk-around queen bed with wardrobes on both sides of the bed for storage
space! Located at the foot of the bed is a closet for additional storage space!
There is a half wall located at the foot of the bed with a sliding pocket door for
privacy, and there is also a second entry door for convenient access to and from
the master bedroom! Located on the off-door side is a super slide that includes
an enormous U-shaped dinette and comfortable theater seats! The dinette also
converts into a bed for additional sleeping space! The theater seats face the
entertainment center perfectly! Located adjacent to the dinette slide is a pantry
for additional storage space! Located on the door side is a full kitchen area that
comes complete with a recessed 3 burner stovetop with an oven, an overhead
microwave oven with an exhaust hood, solid surface countertops, a flip-up
countertop, double kitchen sinks, and a 10 cu ft 12V refrigerator! Located beside
the kitchen area is an entertainment center that includes an LED TV and an
electric fireplace! Located in the rear is a spacious bathroom that includes a linen
closet, a shower with glass doors, a porcelain foot-flush toilet, a sink with storage
space underneath, and a medicine cabinet! Located on the outside of the
bathroom is an outside kitchen that includes a mini-refrigerator! This is an
incredible floor plan and you will not want to miss out on this awesome travel
trailer! Every RV purchase includes a 1 Year RV Complete VIP

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 200-T74171
VIN Number: 1UJBK0BR9R14K0118
Condition: New
Length: 32
GVW: 8000
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Long's, South Carolina, United States
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